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Table S1 – Analysis of the AB and AC interfaces of AQ143 as compared with other
native tetrameric RFPs

We have also provided supplementary methods describing the dynamic difference
method for determining the extinction coefficients for the red and green chromophore.
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Abstract:

Engineering fluorescent proteins (FPs) to emit light at longer wavelengths is a
significant focus in the development of the next generation of fluorescent biomarkers, as
far-red light penetrates tissue with minimal absorption, allowing better imaging inside of
biological hosts. Structure-guided design and directed evolution have led to the
discovery of red FPs with significant bathochromic shifts to their emission. Here, we
present the crystal structure of one of the most bathochromically shifted FPs reported to
date, AQ143, a nine-point mutant of aeCP597, a chromoprotein from Actinia equina.
The 2.19 Å resolution structure reveals several important chromophore interactions that
contribute to the protein’s far-red emission and shows dual occupancy of the green and
red chromophores.

Keywords: Red Fluorescent Protein (RFP), Near-Infrared, Bathochromic Shift,
Fluorescent Protein, Chromoprotein
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Introduction

Fluorescent proteins (FPs) that emit light in the near-infrared (NIR) window (~650-900
nm) are in demand as biological imaging agents. The NIR window is a local minimum at
which light penetrates tissue with minimal absorption from biological molecules such as
melanin, hemoglobin, and water.1 FPs natively do not emit light in the NIR; the longest
maximum intensity emission wavelength (λem) reported to date for a native red FP (RFP)
is 613 nm, found in NvFP-7R from Nematostella vectensis.2 FPs with significant
bathochromic shifts to λem have been produced with both rational design and directed
evolution but these molecules tend to have low quantum yields, poor brightness and
other characteristics that compromise their utility.3-8 Many FP engineering strategies,
including those that have induced bathochromic shifts in the λem, have relied on atomicresolution structural data to guide intuition-based design, motivating continued efforts to
obtain additional structural information for far-red FPs. AQ143, which was engineered
from aeCP597, a chromoprotein from Actinia equine,9 is one of only seven known FPs
of the Aequorea victoria FP-like superfamily that exhibit a peak emission wavelength of
at least 650 nm. The other five proteins (Neptune,10 eqFP650,7 TagRFP657,11
mCardinal12, eqFP670,7 and TagRFP6758) are all variants of eqFP578, a native RFP
from Entacmaea quadricolor.13 There are known structures for five of these proteins
(Neptune: 3IP2, eqFP650: 4EDO, mCardinal: 4OQW, eqFP670: 4EDS, TagRFP675:
4KGF), but as they are all derived from the same ancestral protein, there is limited
sequence diversity among these structures. Here we report the 2.19 Å crystal structure
of AQ143, which is derived from a more distantly related protein, aeCP597 (~60%
sequence identity to eqFP578 and its variants). AQ143 has a novel chromophore
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environment (defined as all internal-facing residues within 5 Å of the chromophore),
which shares no more than 70% (16 of 23 positions) sequence identity with any other
red fluorescent protein. Glu41 plays an important role in red-shifting AQ143’s emission
spectrum and is not seen in any other fluorescent protein. The reported structure also
provides evidence in support of recently reported red-shifting chromophore
interactions.6,8,14

Results and Discussion

The asymmetric unit contains eight protein molecules, which align with an all-atom
r.m.s.d. of 0.27–0.74 Å with differences between molecules concentrated mostly in the
loop regions and in the C- and N-terminal tails. The chromophore region also varies
somewhat between molecules and shows weak electron density around the phenolate
side chain, which could be attributed to mobility in the phenolate side chain and cooccupancy of two different chromophores -- green and red.

Oligomerization

AQ143 is a native tetramer, which is clear in the crystal packing. The asymmetric unit,
however, contains eight monomers, or two such tetrameric assemblies with the Cterminal tail of each monomer involved in making inter-tetramer contacts. To verify the
oligomerization state of AQ143, we ran both size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). SEC analysis indicates that AQ143 behaves as a
tetramer, but that it has slight octomeric properties, while AUC confirms that the protein
is predominantly tetrameric (Figs. S1 and S2). As oligomerization is an important
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consideration in the engineering of RFPs, all of which are natively tetrameric,15 we
compared the AB and AC interfaces of AQ143 with those of four other native RFPs
(Table S1) using the PISA server of the European Bioinformatics Institute16 and report
average buried surface area and average ∆iG (the solvation free energy gain upon
formation of the interface). The AC interface is known to be the tighter of the two
interfaces,17 which is consistent with the AC interface having more negative ∆iGs.
Interestingly, although AQ143 showed a similar amount of buried AB interface surface
area, the ∆iG for AQ143’s AB interface is very high, indicating a large amount of
hydrophobic residues at this interface. The AC interface is more difficult to compare as
the amount of buried surface area varies widely, although this is in part due to the lack
of crystallographic density at the C-terminal tails (which participate intimately in this
interface) in many of these structures. DsRed, the first successfully monomerized RFP17
shows the lowest ∆iG for its AC interface, possibly indicating that future monomerization
efforts of AQ143 may be more difficult.

Green and red chromophores

Many engineered far-red FPs exhibit slow or incomplete maturation to the red
chromophore,4,11,18 and it has recently been shown that maturation to the green and red
chromophores in DsRed-type FPs occurs via a branched pathway (i.e., the two forms of
the chromophore are separate endpoints in chromophore maturation; the green is not
an intermediate in the maturation to the red chromophore as had been previously
proposed).19 AQ143 is a DsRed-type FP with a chromophore composed of a
methionine/tyrosine/glycine triad (MYG) that matures to both a green and a red
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chromophore (Fig. 1), as evidenced by its absorbance, excitation, and emission spectra
(Figs. S3, S4, and S5). To calculate the percentage of chromophores that mature to the
green and to the red, we determined the extinction coefficients of the two species by the
dynamic difference method. In this procedure, AQ143 was pH-adjusted to alkaline
conditions, in which the green and red chromophores denature at different rates and
their respective contributions to the 450 nm alkali-denatured absorbance peak can be
determined (Figs. S6, S7, S8 and Supplementary Methods).5 We calculated the
extinction coefficient to be 58,000 ± 11,000 M-1cm-1 for the red chromophore and 47,000
± 5,000 M-1cm-1 for the green chromophore. From these data, we estimated the
percentages in the fully mature protein to be 33 ± 6% for the red and 67 ± 6% for the
green chromophore. Measurements of the protein in the crystal condition suggested
that this fraction did not change upon crystallization. Corroborating the spectroscopic
evidence, we observed that the refined electron density map of AQ143 shows a mixture
of chromophores containing both the oxidized N-acylimine (red) and the unoxodized Nacylamine (green) at the N-terminal residue of the chromophoric triad. The estimated
occupancy of the red and green chromophores averaged across all eight monomers in
the asymmetric unit is 24 ± 9% and 76%, respectively. Thus the spectroscopic
calculations of chromophore occupancy in the crystal condition are consistent with the
crystallographic refinement.

Cis vs. trans phenolate

The phenolate side chain of the chromophore (the phenolate group) in DsRed-type FPs
and related chromoproteins can occupy either a cis or a trans conformation, indicating
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its proximity to the N1 nitrogen of the imidazolinone ring of the chromophore. For many
RFPs, a trans to cis isomerization of this phenolate moiety, which is sometimes pHinducible,20,21 has been implicated in fluorescence. In non-fluorescent chromoproteins,
for instance, the chromophore is found in the trans conformation, and mutations to
these chromoproteins that stabilize the cis conformation have created FPs such as
HcRed and AQ143. In engineering AQ143 from the chromoprotein aeCP597,
Cys143Ser was reported to be responsible for inducing weak fluorescence,9 as the
mutation to serine stabilizes the cis chromophore by providing a hydrogen bond to the
hydroxyl oxygen of the phenolate side chain. In the referenced work, fluorescence was
improved by removing a serine hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl of the trans phenolate
with a Ser158Ala mutation, further stabilizing the cis over the trans chromophore. By
inducing fluorescence in an otherwise non-fluorescent chromoprotein, these mutations
seem to imply that the cis chromophore represents the fluorescent moiety in AQ143.

Indeed, the refined structure shows good electron density for all parts of the
chromophore with the exception of the phenolate side chain, which we modeled in the
trans configuration. However, the difference map shows that the modeled phenolate is
not a perfect fit, as the electron density is not sufficient to describe a chromophore that
is solely found in the modeled trans configuration, while residual density appears in the
position we expect that the cis phenolate would occupy. The refined electron density is
such that we expect there is a co-occupancy in the crystal of two or more chromophore
orientations and also possibly that the phenolate is mobile in one or both of these
chromophore species. This would be consistent with a cis-trans isomerization of the
chromophore upon fluorescence excitation, as has been seen in other FPs,5,22,23. The
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lack of clear electron density for the phenolate moiety implies that the fluorescenceinducing mutations in AQ143 may have had their predicted effects, namely in
destabilizing the native trans chromophore, and allowing for the phenolate to occupy the
cis conformation. Given the ambiguity associated with the chromophore orientation and
the lack of clear density for the cis conformation, we elected to model-build the cis
phenolate post-refinement (Fig. 1). The modeled position of the cis phenolate
accommodates a hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl of the fluorescence-inducing
Cys143Ser mutation and the phenolate oxygen, supporting the hypothesis that this
interaction is linked to the induction of fluorescence in AQ143 (Fig. 2). A second watermediated hydrogen bond to the phenolate oxygen appears to further stabilize the cis
conformation.

Interestingly, neither the trans nor the modeled cis conformations of the chromophore
are coplanar with the imidazoline ring. This non-coplanarity is relatively uncommon in
FPs and has been proposed to be responsible for low quantum yields.10 AQ143 indeed
has a very low quantum yield (0.04)9, and improving the coplanarity of the two
chromophore rings may represent an opportunity to further improve its fluorescence.

Mechanisms of bathochromic shift

AQ143 exhibits a number of red-shifting chromophore interactions that have been well
documented in the literature.8 A network of direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds
has been proposed to lower the energy of the photoexcited state of the chromophore’s
conjugated π-electron system, resulting in bathochromic shifts to λem.10,24 In AQ143,
three hydrogen bonds to the chromophore are good candidates to provide such
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stabilization including two hydrogen bonds to the acylimine oxygen, as well as one to
the phenolate oxygen (Fig. 2).

Glu41 and a water molecule coordinated by Gln106 and the chromophore’s C-terminal
acyl oxygen both form hydrogen bonds to the chromophore N-acylimine (Fig. 2). To our
knowledge, the only other FPs known to have two hydrogen bonds to the acylimine
oxygen are CjBlue, the furthest red-shifted chromoprotein, and TagRFP675, the furthest
red-shifted FP, although in TagRFP675, the hydrogen bond donor at the position
equivalent to Glu41 in AQ143 is a glutamine.8,14 mPlum, the furthest red-shifted
monomeric FP,3 has a similar hydrogen bonding interaction between Glu16 and the
chromophore N-acylimine, but is lacking a coordinated water molecule to provide the
second hydrogen bond. The importance of hydrogen bonds to the N-acylimine was
shown in mPlum variants, in which Glu16 is mutated to other residues including proline
and glutamine, causing significant hypsochromic shifts to λem.18,25,26
Additionally, flexibility in the hydrogen bonding network to the phenolate oxygen of the
chromophore, particularly via water-mediated hydrogen bonds, has been proposed to
be responsible for extended stokes’ shifts and significant bathochromic shifts to
fluorescence emission.8 The modeled cis chromophore, which we believe to be the
fluorescent moiety, can accommodate two hydrogen bonds to the phenolate oxygen
from the hydroxyl of Ser143 and a structural water molecule (Fig. 2). The trans
chromophore, despite the mutation away from Ser158, makes a hydrogen bond contact
with a structural water molecule stabilized by Glu145 and Thr176, although the effect of
this interaction is less clear as the trans chromophore is not thought to be fluorescent.
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Finally, many red-shifted fluorescent proteins have been described that exhibit πstacking interactions with the phenolate group of the chromophore.6,27,28 Histidine and
tyrosine have both been reported at positions analogous to His197 in AQ143 with
histidine present in eqFP578, RFP639, and mRuby13,29,30, and tyrosine present in
mRojoA, TagRFP657, and mGrape36,10,11. In engineering mRojoA, a tyrosine π-stacking
interaction with the cis phenolate was explicitly designed into the protein which resulted
in a 7nm red-shift6. In AQ143, His197 appears to form a π-stacking interaction with the
trans phenolate (Fig. 2), which we presume to be the non-fluorescent entity.
Interestingly, in mRuby and eqFP578, the histidine also π-stacks with the trans
phenolate, whereas in the further red-shifted RFP639, the π-stack occurs with the cis
phenolate. This implies that there may be room to further stabilize the photo-excited
state of the cis phenolate of AQ143 and red-shift its emission by optimizing the πstacking interaction with the cis chromophore.

Conclusion

AQ143 is one of the furthest red-emitting FPs of the GFP family, and the structure
reported in this study helps elucidate some of the features underlying its far-red
emission. A recently reported FP, TagRFP675, shares many of the same chromophore
interactions responsible for AQ143’s bathochromic shift.8

Materials and Methods

Protein expression and purification

A synthetic gene construct encoding an N-terminal poly-histidine tagged AQ143
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(GenBank KF479351) was assembled in vitro, expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)
cells, purified, and crystallized. Cultures were grown at 37°C to an optical density of
0.6 in LB, induced, then allowed to express protein at 20°C for 24 hours. Protein was
purified via His-tag affinity chromatography, run over a size exclusion column to remove
trace contaminants and move the protein into storage buffer (1 × PBS pH 7.4), and
finally concentrated to 18 mg/ml.

Crystallization, data collection, and structure determination

Rectangular plate crystals grew in 7 days by the sitting-drop vapor diffusion method in
100 mM Tris pH 7.0 with 50 mM lithium sulfate and 20% w/v PEG 3350. Crystals were
flash frozen in 2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) and shipped to beamline 12-2 at the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource, where a 2.19 Å data set was collected.
Phases were obtained through molecular replacement using the crystal structure of the
FP asFP595 (PDB ID 1A50).

Following molecular replacement, model building and refinement were run with COOT
and PHENIX.31,32 NCS restraints were applied to early refinement steps and removed at
the final stages of refinement. TLS parameters were used throughout. The chromophore
was initially left out of the refinement and added at a later stage when clear density
became evident for it. First the chromophore was added without the phenolate side
chain, as little density appeared for this group. Subsequently, as density became
clearer, a trans chromophore was added. The final modeled chromophore has a trans
phenolate ring, an imidazoline heterocyclic ring, and dual occupancy of a green Nacylamine and a red N-acylimine. Coordinates were deposited in the Protein Data Bank
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with the code 4OHS. Data collection and refinement statistics are listed in Table 1.

Modeling the cis chromophore post refinement

We modeled the cis chromophore after refining the structure because there was poor
density for this conformation. There was, however, residual density in the region we
expected the cis chromophore to be. We introduced the alternate conformation in
COOT, fit it to the residual density, and ran the model through several rounds of
PHENIX refinement, which resulted in the modeled positions shown in figures 1 and 2 in
turquoise.

Supplementary Material

We are providing five supplementary figures with this article. They are listed below.

Figure S1 – Size-exclusion chromatography of AQ143 compared with mCherry

Figure S2 – Analytical ultracentrifugation of AQ143 and mCherry

Figure S3 – Excitation and emission spectra for the green chromophore of AQ143

Figure S4 – Excitation and emission spectra for the red chromophore of AQ143

Figure S5 – Absorbance spectrum of AQ143

Figure S6 – pH profile of AQ143

Figure S7 – Difference spectrum time course of AQ143 at alkaline pH
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Figure S8 – Change in base-denatured and red chromophore absorbance over time

Table S1 – Analysis of the AB and AC interfaces of AQ143 as compared with other
native tetrameric RFPs

We have also provided supplementary methods describing the dynamic difference
method for determining the extinction coefficients for the red and green chromophore.
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Tables:

Table I. X-ray data reduction and crystallographic refinement statistics

(A) X-ray data reduction statistics
Space group

P1

Unit cell dimensions (a, b, c)

51.0 Å, 68.1 Å, 132.8Å

Resolution

39.1 Å – 2.19 Å

(last shell)

2.31 Å – 2.19 Å

Total measurements (last shell)

281,018 (30,290)

Number of unique reflections (last shell)

72,946 (8,028)

Wavelength
R-merge (last shell)

0.072 (0.749)

I/σ(I) (last shell)

11.9 (1.7)

Completeness (last shell)

0.861 (0.648)

Multiplicity (last shell)

3.9 (3.8)

(B) Crystallographic refinement statistics
Resolution
(last shell)

131.1 Å - 2.19 Å
2.22 Å – 2.19 Å

No. of reflections (working set)

69,234

No. of reflections (test set)

3,647

R-factor (last shell)

0.190 (0.315)

R-free (last shell)

0.221 (0.338)

No. of amino acid residues

1,770

No. of atoms

14,508
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No. of solvent molecules

355

Average B-factor
Protein

62.5 Å2

Solvent

49.6 Å2

R.m.s.d. from ideal geometry
Bond lengths

0.006 Å

Bond angles

0.987º
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Figure Legends:

Figure 1. Alignment of the chromophores and C-terminal cysteine from each of the eight
monomers in the asymmetric unit. The modeled cis phenolate is shown in turquoise. The Nacylamine and N-acylimine are present in the green and red chromophores respectively.

Figure 2. Chromophore contacts in AQ143. Residues that directly interact with the
chromophore or help to coordinate structural waters (red spheres) are shown along with the
immediate hydrogen-bonding network. A representative chromophore was chosen (chain E) to
illustrate the contacts. Hydrogen bonds (dotted lines) are shown for interactions with the
chromophore. The modeled cis conformation is shown in turquoise, along with two putative
hydrogen bonds to its hydroxyl group. Two hydrogen bonds to the acylimine oxygen from Glu41
and a coordinated water can be seen in the right of the figure.
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Supplementary Figure Legends

Figure S1. SEC traces of mCherry and AQ143. 100 µL of a 60 µM aliquot of each protein was
run through a Superdex 75 column. mCherry is a monomer, whereas AQ143 appears to be a
tetramer by AUC (Fig. S2), but is an octomeric assembly in crystal packing and demonstrates a
clear octomeric peak by SEC.

Figure S2. Sedimentation velocity analysis of mCherry and AQ143. mCherry, a monomer,
sediments at its molecular weight, which is 27 kD. AQ143 sediments at 108 kD, very near its
tetrameric weight.

Figure S3. Excitation and emission spectra of the green chromophore of AQ1143. Emission
was measured with an excitation wavelength of 465 nm, while excitation was measured at an
emission wavelength of 560 nm. These spectra were taken in a Photon Technology
International fluorometer.

Figure S4. Excitation and emission spectra of the red chromophore of AQ1143. Emission was
measured with an excitation wavelength of 550 nm, while excitation was measured at an
emission wavelength of 660 nm. These spectra were taken in a Photon Technology
International fluorometer.

Figure S5. Absorbance spectrum of AQ143 taken on a Tecan Safire2 platereader.

Figure S6. pH profile of the absorbance of 30 µM AQ143 between pH 5.0 and 12.0. The
protein undergoes two distinct transitions. The first transition is between an acid-denatured
absorbance profile at which there is little absorbance by either chromophore to the growth of
both the green and red absorption peaks (510 nm and 588 nm, respectively). The second
transition is a rapid base denaturation of the protein in which both the red and green
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chromophores are converted into a yellow, 450 nm-absorbing species. The extinction
coefficient grows as the pH is increased, topping out near pH 10.0.

Figure S7. Time-dependent absorbance of AQ143 diluted 1:100 into alkaline buffer (100mM
Na2HPO4; 150mM NaCl; pH 10.5). Time points are measured 5 minutes apart. Early time points
are denoted with darker lines while late time points are denoted with lighter lines.

Figure S8. The loss in absorbance of the 588 nm (red chromophore) peak correlates linearly to
an increase in the 470 nm (base-denatured chromophore) peak.

Table S1. AQ143 is compared to four other native RFPs (all tetramers). The surface area and
solvation free energy of the AB and AC interfaces were evaluated with the PISA server from the
European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/prot_int/pistart.html).
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Table S1

Protein
AQ143
KFP†
DsRed
eqFP578
eqFP611†
i

PDB ID
4OHS
2A50
1ZGO
3PIB
1UIS

AB Interface
Average
buried
∆iG
surface
(kcal/mol)*
2
area (Å )
979.6
-11.2
977.7
-6.4
993.9
-8.6
1043.1
-2.2
988.1
-0.5

AC Interface
Average
buried
∆iG
surface
(kcal/mol)*
2
area (Å )
1203.9
-13.8
1691.4
-19.2
1326.8
-7.2
1564.6
-20.8
1185.6
-17.3

* ∆ G indicates the solvation free energy gain upon formation of the interface.
†
Only two monomers were present in the asymmetric unit, so symmetry mates were generated to
visualize the tetramer.
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Supplementary Methods

To determine the respective concentrations of green and red chromophore, the dynamic
difference method was used as explained in Kredel et al. (2008).5 AQ143 in 1x PBS was diluted
1:100 into alkaline phosphate buffer (100mM Na2HPO4; 150mM NaCl; pH 10.5). Absorption
was then immediately measured over two hours as the protein denatured. The loss of red
chromophore absorption at 590 nm occurs much faster than loss of green chromophore
absorption at about 506 nm (Fig S7). Absorbtion at 588 nm (red chromophore) is replaced by
absorption at 470 nm (base-denatured chromophore). The difference over time between these
two peaks is linear (Fig S8). The slope of the best-fit line was used to estimate the ratio between
the absorbance of the two chromophore species, and this in turn was used to calculate the
extinction coefficient of the red chromophore. The denatured chromophore was assumed to
have an extinction coefficient of 43,000 M-1cm-1. Then, after total denaturation of AQ143 at pH
12+, the total contribution of the red chromophore to the protein’s absorbance is known, and the
concentration of the green chromophore can therefore be calculated as the difference between
the total chromophore concentration and the red chromophore concentration.
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